
February performance review – reasonable relative performance
The Fund outperformed the index in February, a month dominated by the coronavirus-driven market correction. Our outperformance 
was mainly because the primary market trends have remained intact despite the sell-off (‘growth over ’value’, ‘quality’ over ‘cyclicals’, 
etc.), so our relative performance has been reasonable. This suggests this is not the beginning of the end of current market trends. 
However, we remain eyes wide open for a sustainable change in market leadership and will move quickly if and when necessary. (Please 
ask for our presentation “Thoughts on winning the next decade” if you are interested in more details on this topic.)

Given the extent of the market sell-off, here are our evolving real-time thoughts, observations and plans. We are clearly not expert 
doctors, nor are we economists, but, as evidence based, probability-adjusted investors, we do know the following:

• COVID-19 (coronavirus) is less deadly than SARS, but much more contagious.

• The global economic impact will be much greater than SARS (2003), because China’s economy is so much larger and more globally 
integrated today - the month before COVID-19 began, China had 10x as many outbound tourists and consumed/produced 5-10x the 
amount of commodities and products than the month before SARS broke out. This is both a global demand and supply shock.

• The COVID-19 spread is geometric not linear. The rate of growth is slowing down in China, Singapore and Thailand, where strict 
measures have been put in place, but accelerating elsewhere where strict measures have yet to be fully put in place. 

Markets historically bottom out when the rate of growth slows. This suggests we still have some more downside outside of China, which 
is now showing some signs of stability, both economically and physically. A big unknown is whether can we trust the Chinese numbers, 
and will COVID-19 reaccelerate again in China as all the workers return to their factories?

Japan has been hard hit both economically and physically; we are short-term cautious but long-term optimistic that if the worst is avoided 
then the leading Japanese shares will recover fast given the summer Olympics (if they go ahead) and the country’s economic ties to China 
(if it recovers).

Korean and Taiwanese semiconductor shares (which we started buying too early!) have been hit hard. However, we think they will 
ultimately recover to new highs. Unlike travel-related companies, this is a case of demand postponement (5G), not demand destruction.

A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. The weakest link globally is Europe, specifically Italy. We remain extremely cautious here, both 
short and long term, except for Europe’s world-leading ’clean & green’ companies that we already own or want to buy next on this dip. 
We remain zero-weighted European banks, as the evidence continues to suggest they will remain value traps until the macro radically 
improves or management seriously implements massive ROIC or EVA shrink-to-grow strategies – but turkeys don’t vote for Thanksgiving 
or Christmas, as one of my mentors taught me.

Indiscriminate selling makes for opportunity
According to Deutsche Bank, the correction we have seen in the last six trading days is the fastest ever 10% decline in the S&P500 from 
a record high. This reinforces our point that Modern Portfolio Theory does not really work when you most need it and that sell-offs are 
indiscriminately accelerated now that markets are run more by machines than humans. This should soon give us some ‘early Christmas 
presents’ due to the indiscriminate and accelerated selling.

When and what to buy?
Last night a thoughtful client emailed us with a question: “Is it Christmas yet?” We replied, “Maybe we are approaching Christmas Eve.” 
Which begs the question where do we see the early Christmas presents? The answers lie in the fact that COVID-19 is actually accelerating 
several global trends that were already in place, so we will look to buy the dips in these areas soon:

• The Fund outperformed the index in February, a month dominated by the coronavirus-driven market correction.
• Our relative outperformance was mainly because the primary market trends have remained intact despite the 

sell-off (’growth’ over ’value’, ‘quality’ over ‘cyclicals’).
• We are keeping our powder dry whilst actively looking for ’early Christmas presents’ in new growth areas like 

’clean & green’. 
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New onshore share classes (minimum investment applies):

‘A’ Acc Class: 0.90% AMC / 0.99% capped OCF (ISIN: GB00BJ5JMC04)

‘X’ Acc Class: 0.625% AMC / 0.75% capped OCF (ISIN: GB00BJ5JMF35)

Our thoughts on the coronavirus and the market correction

https://johcm.com/uk/home
https://johcm.com/uk/our-funds/fund-details-JOH-GLS/johcm-global-select-fund#kiidsdocuments
https://www.linkedin.com/company/j-o-hambro-capital-management/


1 Factory automation – especially in China and other emerging markets.

2 Diversification of supply chains – most Western companies were already talking about ‘China plus one’ given the trade wars, now 
they will rush to implement a more diversified supply chain.

3 Working more from home – Nudgem and I have been doing that for over a decade.

4 Video conferencing – less flying/driving to meetings is also good ESG.

5 Digital education – my brother is a headmaster, and he says it was the teachers and parents that previously slowed down this 
transition.

6 ‘Clean and green’ growth is better than filthy and unhealthy growth – ‘green collar’ jobs look attractive in a world of factory automation 
replacing blue collar jobs and software replacing white collar jobs.

7 Software, semiconductors and data are the new oil, steel and cement – capitalism with less capital.

8 Rethinking emerging markets as they approach the middle income trap – healthcare, food safety, services, etc.

9 ‘Lower for longer’ monetary policy – if the cost of capital keeps trending towards zero, then the valuation of long duration growth 
keeps trending towards infinity.

10 Fiscal stimulus – ‘helicopter money’ has already started in Hong Kong. Where next?

Points 9 and 10 probably mean that the ultimate peak for this bull market is both postponed and much, much higher than we previously 
thought. If you have not read the book “The Moneymaker,” by Janet Gleeson, we would highly recommend it.

Our latest probability-based scenario analysis
In conclusion, our evidence-based, probability adjusted scenario analysis is currently:

Scenario 1: 60% probability – the virus is ultimately contained and more of the same ’growth’ factor leadership is most likely to continue 
(e.g. the old growth leadership of technology and US stocks, with the new growth leadership theme of ‘clean & green’).

Scenario 2: 10% probability – new sustained leadership by the ’value’ factor is the least likely outcome until a sustained economic 
recovery (before then oil is probably heading towards US$25 per barrel and financials will continue to struggle to generate profits in a 
flat or inverted yield curve). 

Scenario 3: 30% probability – markets keep falling further as the virus is not contained (so we are currently keeping our powder dry whilst 
actively looking for those ‘early Christmas presents’).
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Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. The value of an investment and the income from it can fall as well as rise as a 
result of market and currency fluctuations and you may not get back the amount originally invested. Investing in companies in emerging 
markets involves higher risk than investing in established economies or securities markets. Emerging Markets may have less stable legal 
and political systems, which could affect the safe-keeping or value of assets. The Fund’s investment include shares in small-cap companies 
and these tend to be traded less frequently and in lower volumes than larger companies making them potentially less liquid and more 
volatile. The annual management charge is deducted from the capital of the Fund. This will increase the income from the Fund but may 
constrain or erode potential for capital growth. We recommend that you read the Prospectus and Key Investor Information Document 
available from the address overleaf or from our website. Information on how JOHCM handles personal data which it receives can be 
found in the JOHCM Privacy Statement on our website: www.johcm.com. The information contained herein including any expression 
of opinion is for information purposes only and is given on the understanding that it is not a recommendation. Issued and approved in 
the UK by J O Hambro Capital Management Limited, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. JOHCM® is a 
registered trademark of J O Hambro Capital Management Ltd. J O Hambro® is a registered trademark of Barnham Broom Ltd. Registered 
in England and Wales under No:2176004. Registered office: Level 3, 1 St James’s Market, London SW1Y 4AH. 

JOHCM Global Select Fund  
5 year discrete performance (%)

Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. 

Source: JOHCM/MSCI Barra/Bloomberg, NAV of Share Class A in GBP, net income reinvested, net of fees. The A GBP Class was launched 
on 30 September 2008.  Benchmark: MSCI AC World NR (12pm adjusted). Performance of other share classes may vary and is available 
on request.
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